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TESTING CP , T AND (V − A) SYMMETRY
THROUGH TAU LEPTONS

Charles A. Nelson1, Department of Physics, State University of New York at Binghamton,
Binghamton, N.Y. 13902-6016

Abstract

Model independent tests for symmetry violations in tau decays are important for
determining whether the tau lepton is elementary or, instead, macroscopic. Such tests
are also significant steps towards resolving the outstanding e−µ− τ puzzle. This talk
reviews such tests in the context of a general treatment of two-body τ decays which
only assumes Lorentz invariance and the treelike structure of the τ

−
τ
+ production-

decay sequence. Direct measurement of polarized-partial-widths and of associated
“longitudinal-transverse W-exchange” interference intensities will provide significant
probes for distinguishing elementary/macroscopic theories of the Higgs and of the
τ , ντ . The analogous goals and techniques apply to top quark decays.

1 INTRODUCTION

The most outstanding open questions concerning the tau lepton are
(i) Does the τ differ in some way from simply being a more massive version of the µ and e ?
(ii) The e− µ− τ puzzle: What is the fundamental relationship between the τ , µ and e ?
Naively, differences among the charged leptons might be expected to be most easily observed
for the τ since it is the most massive. One purpose of this talk is to discuss a general
treatment of two-body tau decays [1] which only assumes Lorentz invariance and exploits
the tree-like structure of the dominant contributions to the τ−τ+ production-decay sequence.
In particular, CP invariance, T invariance, and a (V − A) structure of the tau charged-
current is not assumed. At present, these symmetries are poorly tested for the τ . Discovery
of a violation of one of these symmetries in reactions involving the τ , might point to a
more fundamental structure underlying the charged leptons, e.g. be evidence for lepton
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compositeness. For example, in analogy with the Pauli anomalous magnetic moment, such
structure could show up as an additional tensorial g+ = fM + fE coupling which would
preserve the 3 signatures for only νL couplings but give non-(V − A)-values to the semi-
leptonic parameters. We find that by the ρ− (a−1 ) modes, compositeness in the tau lepton
could be respectively probed [2] to 1.2TeV (1.5TeV ). In this talk we do not discuss the
important tests for symmetry violations in the neutral current couplings involving the τ , see
[3].

The analogous goals and techniques apply to top quark decays [4].

2 A GENERAL TREATMENT OF τ SEMILEPTONIC

DECAYS BY POLARIZED-PARTIAL-WIDTH

MEASUREMENTS

The goals of a general parametrizatin of two-body τ decays are (a) to determine the “complete
Lorentz structure” of JCharged

Lepton directly from experiment, and (b) to test in a model
independent manner for the presence of “additional Lorentz couplings”. Simultaneously,
there are simple tests for leptonic CP violation and for leptonic T violation in τ decays.

The physical idea is very simple: We introduce 8 parameters to describe the most gen-
eral spin-correlation function for the decay sequence Zo, γ∗ → τ−τ+ → (ρ−ν)(ρ+ν̄) followed
by ρch → πchπo including both νL, νR helicities and both ν̄R, ν̄L helicities. Thus, by including
the ρ polarimetry information that is available from the ρch → πchπo decay distribution, the
polarized-partial-widths for τ− → ρ−ν are directly measureable. For instance, the general
angular distribution for polarized τ−L,R → ρ−ν → (π−πo)ν is described by

dN

d(cos θτ1)d(cos θ̃a)dφ̃a

= na[1± fa cos θ
τ
1 ]∓ (1/

√
2) sin θτ1 sin 2θ̃a Rρ[ω cos φ̃a + η′ sin φ̃a] (1)

with upper(lower) signs for a L-handed τ− (R-handed), where

na =
1

8
(3 + cos 2θ̃a + σSρ[1 + 3 cos 2θ̃a])

nafa =
1

8
(ξ[1 + 3 cos 2θ̃a] + ζSρ[3 + cos 2θ̃a])

(2)

In this expression, cos θτ1 describes the direction of the ρ− momentum in the τ− rest frame,
and cos θ̃a, and φ̃a describe the direction of the π− in the ρ− rest frame. Such formulas for
more general spin-correlation functions in terms of the 8 semi-leptonic parameters are given
in [1] for unpolarized e−e+ beams, and in [5] for polarized beams.

There are eight τ semi-leptonic decay parameters since there are the four ρL,TνL,R
final states: The first parameter is simply Γ ≡ Γ+

L + Γ+
T , i.e. the (full) partial width for

τ− → ρ−ν. The second is the chirality parameter ξ ≡ 1

Γ
(Γ−

L + Γ−
T ). Equivalently,

ξ ≡ (Prob ντ is νL) − (Prob ντ is νR), or

ξ ≡ | < νL|ντ > |2 − | < νR|ντ > |2 (3)



So a value ξ = 1 means the coupled ντ is pure νL. νL (νR) means the emitted neutrino has
L-handed (R-handed) polarization. For the special case of a mixture of only V & A couplings

and mντ = 0, ξ → |gL|
2−|gR|2

|gL|
2
+|gR|2

and the “stage-one spin correlation” parameter ζ → ξ. The

subscripts on the Γ’s denote the polarization of the final ρ− (and in the SM of the intermediate
off-shell W− boson), either “L=longitudinal” or “T=transverse”; superscripts denote “± for
sum/difference of the νL versus νR contributions”. The remaining partial-width parameters
are defined by

ζ ≡ (Γ−
L − Γ−

T )/(SρΓ), σ ≡ (Γ+

L − Γ+

T )/(SρΓ). (4)

The definiton for σ in Eq.(4) implies that
σ̃ ≡ (Prob ρ is ρL) − (Prob ρ is ρT ), where

σ̃ = Sρσ,

is the analogue of the neutrino’s chirality parameter in Eq.(3). Thus, the parameter σ, or
σ̃, measures the degree of polarization of the emitted rho. If the exchange is, indeed, via an
off-shell W -boson, σ measures the polarization of the W -boson.

To describe the interference between the ρ/WL and ρ/WR amplitudes, we define

ω ≡ I−R /(RρΓ), η ≡ I+R /(RρΓ)
ω′ ≡ I−I /(RρΓ), η′ ≡ I+I /(RρΓ)

(5)

where the measureable LT -interference intensities are
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∣

∣
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(6)

Here βa ≡ φa
−1 − φa

0, and βR
a ≡ φa

1 − φaR
0 are the measurable phase differences of of the

associated helicity amplitudes A(λρ, λν) = |A| exp ιφ.
In the standard model with only a (V − A) coupling and mν = 0, these parameters

all equal one except for the two parameters directly sensitive to leptonic T violation which
vanish,i.e. ω′ = 0 and η′ = 0.

The hadronic factors Sρ and Rρ have been explicitly inserted into the definitions of
the semi- leptonic decay parameters, so that quantities such as qρ

2 = mρ
2 can be smeared

over in application due to the finite ρ width. For the ρ mode they are given by

Sρ =
1− 2

m2
ρ

m2

1 + 2
m2

ρ

m2

, Rρ =

√
2mρ

m

1 + 2
m2

ρ

m2

. (7)

These factors numerically are (S,R)ρ,a1,K∗ = 0.454, 0.445;−0.015, 0.500; 0.330, 0.472.
Sensitivity of semi-leptonic parameters

The numerical values of “ξ, ζ, σ, . . .” are very distinct for different unique Lorentz
couplings, see Table 1 and the tables in Ref.[1].



Table 1: Values of the measureable polarized-partial-widths Γ for ρL,TνL,R final states for
unique Lorentz couplings:

V ∓ A S ± P fM + fE fM − fE
Analytic

Γ−
L/Γ ±1

2
(1 + Sρ) ±1 ρ2

2τ2+ρ2
−1

3

Γ−
T /Γ ±1

2
(1− Sρ) 0 2τ2

2τ2+ρ2
−2

3

Γ+
L/Γ

1

2
(1 + Sρ) 1 ρ2

2τ2+ρ2
+1

3

Γ+
T /Γ

1

2
(1− Sρ) 0 2τ2

2τ2+ρ2
+2

3

Numerical

Γ−
L/Γ ±0.7(±0.5) ±1 0.0(0.2) −0.3

Γ−
T /Γ ±0.3(±0.5) 0 1.0(0.8) −0.7

Γ+

L/Γ 0.7(0.5) 1 0.0(0.8) +0.3
Γ+
T /Γ 0.3(0.5) 0 1.0(0.8) +0.7

In contrast to the purely leptonic modes, the tau semi-leptonic modes are qualita-
tively distinct since they enable a second-stage spin-correlation. From existing results, a
quantitative comparison with the ideal sensitivity in the purely leptonic case is possible if
we assume an arbitrary mixture of V and A couplings with mν = 0. Then the semi-leptonic
chirality parameter ξρ and the chiral polarization parameter ξLepton can be compared since
then they both equal (|gL|2 − |gR|2)/(|gL|2 + |gR|2). By using I4 to obtain ξρ from {ρ−ρ+},
the statistical error [2] is δ(ξρ) = 0.006 at MZ . This is a factor of 8 better than the pure
leptonic mode’s δ(ξLepton) = 0.05 error [6] from averaging over the µ and e modes and using
I3(E1, E2, cosψ12) where ψ12 is the openning angle between the two final charged leptons in
the cm- frame. A complete determination of the purely leptonic parameters for τ− → µ−ν̄µντ
will require a difficult measurement of the µ polarization, see Fetscher[7].

3 TESTS FOR “NEW PHYSICS” IN TAU DECAYS

“New physics” due to additional Lorentz couplings in JCharged
Lepton can show up experimen-

tally because of its interference with the (V −A) part which, we assume, arises as predicted
by the standard lepton model. Therefore, c.f. Eqs.(5), imaginary parts can be directly
measureable.

Tests for leptonic non-CKM CP/T violation:

(i) Barred parameters ξ̄, ζ̄ , . . . have [1] the analogous definitions for the CP conjugate
modes, τ+ → ρ+ν̄, . . .. Therefore, any ξ̄ 6= ξ, ζ̄ 6= ζ, . . . =⇒ CP is violated: As was shown
in [8], if only νL and ν̄R exist, there are two simple tests for “non-CKM-type” leptonic CP
violation in τ → ρν decay. Normally a CKM leptonic-phase will contribute equally at tree
level to both the τ− decay amplitudes (for exceptions see footnotes 14, 15 in [8]). These two
tests follow because by CP invariance B (λρ̄, λν̄) = γCPA (−λρ̄,−λν̄). So the two tests for



leptonic CP violation are:
βa = βb first test (8)

where βa = φa
−1 − φa

0, βb = φb
1 − φb

0, and

ra = rb second test (9)

where

ra =
|A

(

−1,−1

2

)

|
|A

(

0,−1

2

)

|
, rb =

|B
(

1, 1
2

)

|
|B

(

0, 1
2

)

|
(10)

Sensitivity levels for τ → ρν and τ → a1ν decays are to about 0.05 to 0.1% for ra = rb, and
to about 1o to 3o for βa = βb at 10GeV and at 4GeV without using polarized e−e+ beams,
see [6,1].

(ii) Primed parameters ω′ 6= 0 and/or η′ 6= 0 =⇒ T̃FS is violated: There is a basic
theorem in quantum mechanics that measurement of a non-real helicity amplitude implies a
violation of T̃FS invariance when a first-order perturbationin an “effective” hermitian Hamil-
tonian is reliable. So a violation of T̃FS invariance would imply either (i) a significant final
state interaction between the final (L, versus T polarized) ρ and the ντ , (ii) a violation of
canonical T invariance, or (iii) both (i) and (ii). In quantum field theory, nothing forbids
either (i) and/or (ii) from occurring in τ decays, so it remains something to be tested by
on-going and future experiments. Note: Canonical CPT invariance implies only equal total
widths between a particle and its antiparticle. Canonical CPT invariance does not imply
equal partial widths between CP-conjugate decay modes of a particle and its antiparticle.
Indeed, in nature in the kaon system the partial widths of the neutral kaons do differ for
the particle and the antiparticle.

Note that the trigonometric structure of Eqs.(6) implies the two constraints

(η̃ ± ω̃)2 + (η̃′ ± ω̃′)2 =
1

4
[(1± ξ)2 − (σ̃ ± ζ̃)2] (11)

or

2|η′ ± ω
′| =

√

(1± ξ)2 − (σ̃ ± ζ̃)2 − 4(η̃ ± ω̃)2

among the η, η
′

, ω, ω
′

parameters which test for leptonic T̃FS violation. Consistency, i.e.
unitarity, requires the argument of the square root must be non-negative. To test for leptonic
T̃FS violation, besides the ω parameter which can be measured from I4 in both the ρ and a1
modes, there is the η′ parameter which can be obtained from I5 in both the ρ and a1 modes.
Also there are the η and ω′ parameters which only appear in S2SC distributions for the a1
modes.

For 107 (τ−, τ+) pairs at 10 GeV: from the {ρ−, ρ+} mode and using the four-variable
distribution I4, the ideal statistical percentage errors are for ω, 0.6%. From the {a−1 , a+1 }
mode: using I−5 the errors are for η, 0.6%; using I7 for η

′

, 0.013; and using I−7 for ω′, 0.002.
Therefore[1], since these results are more sensitive but use more angular variables than those



included in the simple spin-correlation function I4, there are better observables for searching
for leptonic T violation than the simple I4 distribution considered in Ref.[2].

Tests for violation of (V −A) symmetry:

The most general Lorentz coupling for τ− → ρ−νL,R is

ρ∗µūντ (p) Γ
µuτ (k) (12)

where kτ = qρ + pν . It is convenient to treat the vector and axial vector matrix elements
separately. In Eq.(12)

Γµ
V = gV γ

µ +
fM
2Λ

ισµν(k − p)ν +
gS−

2Λ
(k − p)µ +

gS
2Λ

(k + p)µ +
gT+

2Λ
ισµν(k + p)ν

Γµ
A = gAγ

µγ5+
fE
2Λ
ισµν(k−p)νγ5+

gP−

2Λ
(k−p)µγ5+

gP
2Λ

(k+ p)µγ5+
gT+

5

2Λ
ισµν(k+ p)νγ5 (13)

The parameter Λ = “the effective-mass scale of new physics”. In effective field theory
this is the scale at which new particle thresholds are expected to occur or where the theory
becomes non-perturbatively strongly-interacting so as to overcome perturbative inconsisten-
cies. It can also be interpreted as a measure of a new compositeness scale. In old-fashioned
renormalization theory Λ is the scale at which the calculational methods and/or the principles
of “renormalization” breakdown. While some terms of the above form do occur as higher-
order perturbative-corrections in the standard model, such SM contributions are “small”
versus the sensitivities of present tests in τ physics in the analogous cases of the τ ’s neutral-
current and electromagnetic-current couplings, c.f. [3]. For charged-current couplings, the
situation should be the same.

Without additional theoretical or experimental inputs, it is not possible to select
what is the ”best” minimal set of couplings for analyzing the structure of the tau’s charged
current. For instance, by Lorentz invariance, for the ρ, a1,K

∗ modes there are the equivalence
theorems that for the vector current

S ≈ V + fM , T+ ≈ −V + S− (14)

and for the axial-vector current

P ≈ −A + fE , T+
5 ≈ A + P− (15)

There are similar but different equivalences for the π, K modes [2]. Therefore, from the per-
spectives of “clear thinking” and of searching for the fundamental dynamics, it is important
to investigate what limits can be set for a variety of Lorentz structures (including S±, P±,
T±, and T5

±) and not just for a kinematically minimal, but theoretically prejudiced, set.
Table 2 gives the limits on Λ in GeV for real gi’s from the ρ and a1 modes. Note

that effective mass scales of Λ ∼ 1 − 2TeV can be probed at 10GeV , and at 4GeV for
the (S + P ) and the fM + fE couplings. For determination of ideal statistical errors, we
assume 107 (τ−τ+) pairs at 10GeV and separately at 4GeV ; atMZ we assume 107 Zo’s with



BR(Zo → τ−τ+)= 0.03355; BRρ = 24.6%, BRa1 = 18% for the sum of neutral/charged a1
modes, and BRπ = 11.9%.

We list the ideal statistical error for the presence of an additional V + A coupling
as an error δ(ξA) on the chirality parameter ξA for τ− → A−ν. Equivalently, if one ignores
possible different L and R leptonic CKM factors, the effective lower bound on an additional
W±

R boson (which couples only to right- handed currents) is

MR = {δ(ξA)/2}−1/4ML

For the {ρ−, ρ+}({a1−, a1+}) mode, from δ(ξρ) = 0.0012(0.0018) this gives equivalentlyMR >
514GeV (464GeV ). Probably, 108(τ−τ+) pairs will be accumulated by a τ/charm factory at
4GeV , so all the potential 4GeV bounds might be improved by a factor of 3.2.

Table 3 gives the limits from τ → πν. Note that the π mode is important for
separating the (V −A) coupling and the (T++T5

+) coupling which cannot be distinguished
from the ρ and a1 modes. Unfortunately, the present and potential experimental bounds on
(S− ± P−) couplings are exceptionally poor or non-existent from measurements of the π, ρ
and a1 modes.

Table 2: Limits on Λ’s from τ → ρν, a1ν for Real Coupling Constants
{ρ−, ρ+} mode {a−1 , a+1 } mode
At MZ 10, or 4 GeV At MZ 10, or 4 GeV

V + A, for ξA 0.006 0.0012 0.010 0.0018
S + P , for Λ 310GeV 1, 700 64 350
S − P , for (Λ)2 (11GeV )2 (25)2 (4)2 (7)2, (10)2

fM + fE , for Λ 210GeV 1, 200 280 1, 500
fM − fE , for (Λ)

2 (9GeV )2 (20)2 (10)2 (24)2

For the ρ and a1 modes, the T+ + T+
5 coupling is equivalent to the

V −A coupling; and T+ − T+
5 is equivalent to V + A.

Table 3: Limits on Λ’s from τ → πν:
From ξπ: From Γ(τ → πν)
|gi/gL|2 |gi/gL|2 2Re(gL

∗gi)
V + A, for ξπ 0.015, 0.004, 0.009 0.014
S + P, T+ + T5

+, forΛ 127GeV
S − P, T+ − T5

+,for(Λ)2 (10GeV )2, (21GeV )2, (13GeV )2 (< 1GeV )2

S− + P−, forΛ < 1GeV
S− − P−,for(Λ)2 (< 1GeV )2, (1.6GeV )2, (1GeV )2 (< 1GeV )2



Tests for τ compositeness:

In analogy with the Pauli anomalous magnetic moment, an obvious signature for
lepton compositeness would be an additional tensorial coupling. In this regard, it is useful to
first test for the presence of only νL couplings which would exclude a significant contribution
from the g− = fM − fE tensorial coupling. For example, for the a1 and ρ modes there are 3
logically independent tests for only νL couplings: the chirality parameter ξ = 1, ζ = σ, and
ω = η. In addition, if T̃FS violation occurred then the non-zero parameters ω

′

= η
′

if there
are only νL couplings.

On the other hand, just as in the case of a pure (V − A) coupling, an additional
tensorial g+ = fM + fE coupling would preserve these 3 signatures for only νL couplings.
But, such a tensorial g+ = fM + fE coupling would give non-(V −A)-values: ζ = σ 6= 1 and
ω = η 6= 1. Second, there is the prediction that for Λ large

(ζ − 1) = (1− ω)
g

l
(16)

where the ratio “ g/l ” is a known function [1] of mρ and mτ . Numerically (g/l)ρ = 0.079.
These νL signatures and Eq.(16) also occur for an additional (S + P ) coupling but

with the ratio (g/l) replaced by (a/d), which varies from 5.07 to 12.1 across (mρ ± Γ/2.
Fortunately, here the π mode can again be used to limit the presence of an additional
(S + P ) coupling versus an g+ = fM + fE coupling, see second-line in Table 3.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In the future, there will be a major theoretical and experimental effort to determine whether
or not the Higgs-mechanism is due to a fundamental scalar elementary field or, instead, due
to a macroscopic f f̄ mechanism a’la the BCS theory in superconductivity. Of equal impor-
tance are the deep questions raised by the existence of the two massive charged-leptons, the
µ and the τ . In the case of the leptons, it is also important to study whether they are truly
elementary or only macroscopic. Besides searching for rare/forbidden decays, a direct way
in which to proceed is to search for violations of CP , T , and (V −A) symmetries in τ decays.
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